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Zusammenfassung

Eine geodynamische Rekonstruktion der neogenen Ge-
schichte des NE-Teils des Wiener Beckens und der angren-
zenden Teile der Kleinen Karpathen auf der Basis von öko-
stratigraphischen, sedimentologischen und strukturellen Da-
ten wird vorgestellt.

Die tektonische Entwicklung des Gebietes und die Sedi-
mentation wurden durch wechselnden Paläostress kontrolliert.
Die Achse des maximalen Kompressions-Stresses war in einer
subhorizontalen Ebene wirksam und rotierte schrittweise von
NW-SE nach NE-SW.
Im Unter-Miozän wurde die Falten- und Überschiebungstek-

tonik abgelöst von Blattverschiebungen mit maximaler Kom-
pression in NW-SE-Richtung.
Das Mittel-Miozän war charakterisiert durch ausgedehnte

Blattverschiebungen mit NE-SW-Kompression.
Während des Ober-Miozäns und Pliozäns herrschte Zer-

rungs-Tektonik mit einer NW-SE-gerichteten Achse maximaler
Dehnung vor.

Abstract

The geodynamical reconstruction of the Neogene history of
the NE part of the Vienna Basin and of adjacent parts of the
Male Karpaty Mts. is based upon ecostratigraphical, sedimen-
tological and structural data.
The tectonical development of the area and sedimentation

were controlled by changing paleostress. The axis of the
maximum compressional stress was effective in a subhorizon-
tal plane and rotated gradually from NW-SE to NE-SW.

") Authors' addresses: MICHALNEMCOK,Dionyz Stur Institute
of Geology, Mlynska dolina 1, CSSR-81704 Bratislava;
FRANTISEKMARKO,MICHALKovAc, Geological Institute of the
Centre of Geoscience Research, Slovak Academy of Scien-
ces, Dubravska cesta 9, CSSR-81473 Bratislava; LASZLÖ
FODOR,Lorand Eötvös University, Muzeum krt. 4/a, H-1088
Budapest.

In the Lower Miocene time the fold-overthrust tectonics was
followed by strike-slip faults with the NW-SE maximum com-
pressional stress.
The Middle Miocene stage was characterized by extensive

strike-slip faults with the NE-SW maximum compressional
stress.
During the Upper Miocene and Pliocene the extension tec-

tonics with the NW-SE maximum extension axis prevailed.

1. Introduction

The purpose of the geodynamical reconstruction of
the Neogene history of the NE part of the Vienna Basin
and adjacent parts of the Male Karpaty Mts., of the
Brezovske pohorie Mts. and Myjavska pahorkatina up-
land is the elucidation of the genesis of intramontane
depressions of the Western Carpathians. The depres-
sions formed in the area affected by fading subduction
of the North-European platform beneath the overriding
system of Carpathian-Pannonian blockl{ (the subduc-
tion passed into a continent-continent type collision),
and by the elevation of the asthenosphere in the Pan-
nonian region.

In the Neogene time the formation of basins and de-
position were controlled by regional faults whose
kinematic regime reflects the stress field of particular
stages. The stress formed the faults or controlled the
kinematic regime of older faults. This led to the so cal-
led kinematic fluctuation of faults (MONTENATet aI.,
1987). Tectonic activity of regional significant faults
has been derived on the basis of the study of mesos-
copical structures at representative localities (Fig. 1).
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Fig.1.
Scheme of localities studied.
Bo = Borinka; Brez = Brezova pod Bradlom; Ce = Cerove-Lieskove; De = Devinska Nova Ves; Ho = Holie; Hod = Hodonin; Hr = Hradiste pod Vratom; Chr =
Chropov; Ja = Jablonica; My = Myjava-Belansky; Pe = Pezinok; Po = Podbrane; Ra = Rakova; Ro = Rohoznik; So = Solosnica; ZB = Zahorska Bystrica.
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Fig.2.
Relation between stress tensor and ideal shear faults (ANDERSON, 1951).
0, = maximum compressional stress; 02 = intermediate stress; 03 = minimum
compressional stress (relative extension).
a = reverse fault; b = normal fault; c = strike-slip fault.

2. The Lower Miocene Time

The earliest paleostress field had an axis of
maximum compressional NW-SE-oriented stress. Its
existence is closely connected with the overriding of
the Western Carpathians orogene over the North Euro-
pean Platform. The direction of the maximum compres-
sional stress is in accordance with the movement of
the West Carpathian block. A presumption of the
northvergent movement of the orogene is based upon
direct paleomagnetic evidence (KovACet aI., 1988) and
indirect structural evidence. In the course of the con-
sequent overthrust the movement in SW part of the
West Carpathians takes a sinistral turn to its present
positon, i. e. NW-wards.
The age range of this phase is Eggenburgian -

Lower Badenian, the lower boundary being limited by
the age of the Neogene sediments studied. On the
basis of deformations in the western part of the West-
ern Carpathians (STRANIKet aI., 1979; KovAC et aI.,
1984; STEININGERet aI., 1984; VASSet aI., 1983; JIAICEK,
1979, 1985, 1987) and the present conception of the
development of the Flysch Belt, the lower boundary of
the effective paleostress may be dated as Paleogene.
The relatively long phase is distinctly reflected at the

localities studied. Fig.3 shows interpretations of the
maximum compressional stress and of the minimum
compressional stress (relative extension). Evidently the
maximum compression component in particular areas
varied around the maximum in NW-SE direction. There
are several causes of the course dispersion:
1) The dispersion caused by the stress field axis de-

viation in the marginal parts of the accretion prism.
The dispersion was found out by ANGELIERet al.
(1986) (Fig. 4) and explained by a simple model of
viscous material.

2) The change of stress field orientation in the evolu-
tion of the accretion prism and its deformation (-
KNIPE-NEEDHAM,1986; DEWEYet aI., 1986).
In the area of study the phase was identified in Me-

sozoic rocks at the localities Devinska N. Ves, Zahors-
ka Bystrica, Borinka, Hradiste pod Vratnom, in Paleo-
gene Rocks near Solosnica, in Eggenburgian sedi-
ments near Podbranc, Chropov, Myjava-Belansky,
Hradiste pod Vratnom, in Karpatian sediments near
Cerove - Lieskove. Up to the Eggenburgian the phase
was chracterized preferably by fold-reverse fault tecto-
nics, during the Eggenburgian by formation of reverse
fault zones (Fig. 5).
The Eggenburgian depositional area was formed in a

stress field whose compression component might have

relations on tectonic slickensides in other cases on the
basis of statistical evaluation of data on fault planes
and movement direction on them (ALEXANDROWSKI,
1986).
Four principal phases with regional paleo-stress ten-

sor of variable orientation have been distinguished.
Sometimes their accurate delimination was difficult be-
cause of the more or less continuous rotation of the
stress tensor direction. In the area of study there were
besides ideal faults also other variants whose origin
had been due to not only the paleostress but also to
the pre-existing anisotropy. Structural analysis was
complemented with sedimentological data.

The study was based on the properties of the litho-
sphere behaving as an elastic layer transferring the
stress over a distance of several hundreds ofkm (TUR-
COTTE& SCHUBERT,1982). Besides large faults the
stress also generated minor structures distributed in
the earth's crust. Mesozoic, Paleogene, Eggenburgian,
Karpatian, Badenian, Sarmatian and Pannonian rocks
were studied and the predominant paleo-stress in the
Neogene stages was found out by the method of elimi-
nation.
Shear and tension faults whose movement planes

were constructed and whose stress tensors were found
out, have been analyzed at the representatvie locali-
ties.
In ideal cases (Fig. 2), i. e. with subvertical and sub-

horizontal vectors, HOEPPNER'S(1955) and JAROSZEW-
SKI'S(1972) projections were applied, in more compli-
cated cases we used ANGELlER-MECHLER'S(1976) and
ALEXANDROWSKI'S(1986) projections.
Sometimes several movement phases might have

been distinguished in the field on the basis of lineation
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been effective in N-S course. Sea transgression from
the foredeep crossed the fronts of flysch Carpathian
nappes and advanced to the Paleoalpine-consolidated
part of the orogene.

Fig.4.
Maximum compressional stress direction in Taiwan during collision process
(ANGELIER et aI., 1986).
a) Directions determined by fold analyses.
b) Directions determined by fault population analyses.

a) b) There in the shear zone strained by sinistral strike-
slip faults an intramontane depression formed along
the inner margin of the Klippen Belt (KovAC et aI.,
1988). Partial depressions separated by the basement
elevations were generally E-W to ENE-WSW striking in
both the area of flysch nappes and the area of the
Central Western Carpathians (JIAiCEK.1979; KovACet
aI., 1988). In the area studied the deposition com-
menced with basal conglomerates forming large allu-
vial fans on the periphery of the depositional area. At
the beginning, the clastic material transport direction
was from S, SE to N, NW, later on the longitudinal
transport direction with the NE-SW depression axis
prevailed. Denudation remnants of sediments pre-
served are indicative of both the lateral and the vertical
facies changes. An upward transition of conglomerates
and sandstones into pelites is evident. Synsedimentary
activity of faults is indicated by fluxoturbidites mainly
in the area of flysch nappes.
The sedimentation retreat from the Klippen Belt area

proceeded during the Ottnangian time. Sediments of
the Eggenburgian - Ottnagnian depositional cycle oc-
curred mainly in the area of the present Vienna Basin
on the basement built up of flysch nappes (JIAiCEK&
TOMEK,1981).
In the Lower Miocene time the advance of orogene

on the platform and the space shortening resulted in
accumulation and increasing thickness of the frontal
part of the orogene. It caused a rapid increase of litho-
static pressure and preferred formation of strike-slip
faults (Fig. 6). During the Karpatian the maximum com-
pressional axis of the paleostress was effective in the
NW-SE direction.
The change in the tectonic regime during the Karpat-

ian is indicated by the character of sedimentation and
by changing paleogeographic extension of the basin

N N

+

Fig.5.
a) Shortening of Eocene rocks at Solosnica in section perpendicular to B-axes of folds.

• = B-axes of folds.
b) Tectonogram of analyses of reverse faults in Eggenburgian rocks at locality Podbranc.

Black cutting = maximum compressional stress orientation; white cutting = relative extension orientation.
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Fig.5.
Ellipsoids of stress ten.
sors.
01 = maximum compressio-
nal stress; 02 = intermedia-
te stress; 03 = minimum
compressional stress.

N

Fig.7.
Tectonograms of Lower Miocene phase at locality Myjava-Belansky.
a) Orientation of stress-producing earlier revrese fault population.
b) Orientation of stress-producing later strike-slip fault population.
Black cuttings = maximum compressional stress; white cuttings = relative extension.
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with the depositional centres migrating southeast-
wards. The alluvial-delta fan of the Jabonica conglom-
erates and sandstones was formed in the area studied.
The conglomerates and sandstones passed vertically
anq laterally into the basinal "schliers" facies. Clastic
material was transported from SW, i. e. from the area
of the present Male Karpaty Mts., adjacent basement
of the present Vienna Basin and the Danube lowlands.
In the area of the NE part of the present Vienna Basin
the sedimentation documents basin formation in the
strike-slip zone (KovAC, 1985). Quick facies and
sedimentary thickness changes, angle discordances
are striking. Synsedimentary fault activity is indicated
by slump bodies (BUDAY,CiCHA& CTYROKY,'1959) and
high sedimentation rate (VASS& CECH,1983).
Activity of ENE-WSW striking reverse faults in the

Male Karpaty Mts. and in the Brezovske Karpaty Mts.
is evidenced by talus cones forming during the Eggen-
burgian in a belt extending from Rozbehy through
Dobra Voda to Cachtice. At the individual localities the
layers of breccia and poorly sorted conglomerates al-
ternate with layers of well-rounded conglomerates and
sandstones. They are regarded as products of the calm
periods between tectonically active stages. Reverse
faults with a vergency towards the inside of the Car-
pathians were described by MICHAliK(1984, 1987) as
active in the Savian-Styrian phase and affected the
Mesozoic rocks.
In that time the sinistral strike-slip faults of N-S di-

rection (Limbach, Losonec) were particularly significant
in the Male Karpaty Mts. These strike-slip faults ena-
bled the northward shift of the Baaurka Massif. During
the Karpatian the NW-SE striking normal faults control
the basinal sedimentation. The Dobra Voda fault sys-
tem (PLANCAR,1979) controlled the formation of a de-
pression between the Brezovske Karpaty Mts. and the
Pezinske Karpaty Mts.
The eastward rotation of the orogene movement

trajectory in the area studied is evidenced by the data
resulting from the structural analysis of Eggenburgian
sediments at the locality Myjava-Belansky (Fig. 7) af-
fected by reverse faults and younger strike-slip faults.
Fig. 8 shows helicoidal Riedel shears crossing the
strike slip zone in Karpatian clays at the locality
Cerove-Lieskove. According to their orientation the
Karpatian - Lower Badenian extension joints in the

Stockerau lime pit near Devinska N. Ves, described by
MISIK(1980), mayalso be ranged to this phase.

3. The Lower to Middle Miocene
Transition Period

In this period the paleostress field reflects the con-
tinuous W-E termination of movements in the front of
the orogene (STRANiKet aI., 1979; KovACet aI., 1984;
OS'ZCZYPKO& SLACZKA,1985).
The maximum compressional axis of the stress cul-

minated in N-S direction (Fig. 9) in that phase. It was
,active in the interval of the end of the Karpatian - Lo-
wer Badenian. Because of the lack of data .trom the
Lower Badenian rocks it is partly identical with the for-
mer phase. According to its intensity at individual loca-
lities we regard the activity as short. Middle Badenian
rocks were not deformed by the activity of the phase.
The area studied was then so far from the sutural colli-
sion zone that only strike-slip faults arose there. Rever-
se and normal faults only occurred as compensation
structures of movements in strike-slip faults.
The Lower Badenian phase is represented by a un-

iform depositional cycle in the sense of $PICKA& ZAp-
LETALovA(1964), denoted as the, "Lanzendorf serie". In
paleogeographical respect the deposition areas in the
SW part of the West Carpathians displaya closer affin-
ity to Karpatian deposition areas than to the distribu-
tion of basins during the Middle and Upper Badenian.
In the Czechoslovak part of the Vienna Basin the
maximum thicknesses of pelites of the basinal "tegel"
facies are associated with the transversal depression in
the continuation of the Levare-Pernek depression
($PICKA,1969). Conglomerates with pelite layers under-
lying the Devinska N. Ves Member containing calcare-
ous nannoflora of the Zone NN5 (VASSet aI., 1988) are
regarded as the marginal facies of Lower Badenian
sediments in the area studied. The pebble material
comprises frequent Mesozoic carbonates and sporadi-
cally granites. The Cupy gravels (BUDAY,1956) with the
pebbly material mostly composed of flysch rocks of
the Biele Karpaty unit are regarded as the marginal
facies in the northern part of the area.

Fig.8.
Riedel shears of strike-slip fault zone at locality Ce-
rove-lieskove.
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This phase is evidenced by deformed MesozoIc
rocks at the localities Jablonica, Zahorska Bystrica
with more general orientation of stress tensors, and at
the localities Devinska N. Ves, Hradiste pod Vratnom
with more ideal orientation of stress tensors. Eggen-
burgian rocks are deformed at the localities Podbranc
and Hradiste pod Vratnom. Fig. 9 shows the activated
faults of this phase. The N-S striking normal faults and
sinistral NE-SW strike-slip faults were most effective.
Along them the partial blocks were shifted northeast-
wards and controlled the general extension of the
Neogene basins in that part of the Carpathians.
This phase preceded the subsidence mechanism of

the pull-apart basin s. I. in the Vienna Basin.

4. The Middle Miocene Period

Middle Badenian rocks are only affected by deforma-
tion of the phase with the NE-SW maximum compres-
sional stress (Fig. 10). Besides structural evidence it is
indicated by sedimentary pattern of the Middle and
Upper Badenian documenting a changing kinematic re-
gime in the area of the Vienna Basin (Fig. 11).
Rejuvenation of tectonic activity is indicated by

coarse clastics on the slopes of the Male Karpaty Mts.,

denoted in the general map of Czechoslovakia
1 : 200.000 as Lower Badenian (BUDAYet aI., 1962) and
ranged to the Tortonian (Middle Badenian) by $PICKA
(1969). The determination of the Middle Badenian age
of the Devfnska N. Ves beds (VASSet aI., 1988) with
the character of coarse-clastic debris apron mostly
composed of poorly rounded granite material, is in ac-
cordance with $PICKA'S opinion. The coarse-clastic
bodies occur between the village Lozorno and De-
vfnska N. Ves. They are a marginal equivalent of the
Jakubov beds (Middle Badenian) as also indicated by
less rounded to angular rock clasts from the Male Kar-
paty Mts. in sandstone bodies of the Jakubov beds
(DLABAC,1970).

The Middle Badenian sedimentation is also charac-
terized by Iithotamnia bioherms and reefs known from
the area between Lab and Malacky and from the sur-
roundigs of Stupava and Rohoznik. They are presumed
to have been generated on tectonically uplifted blocks
of the eastern basin periphery. The blocks sank as
early as the Middle Badenian and were covered with a
monotonous sedimentation of the zone of agglutinates
(DLABAC,1970). The Middle Badenian basinal sedimen-
tation passed continuously into the Upper Badenian.
The Studienka beds of the bolivina-bulimina Zone were
deposited, partly brackish in the NW part of the Basin
($PICKA,1966).
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Fig.11.
Scheme of Neogene sedimentation in SW part of West Carpathian Mts. and thickness of sediments preserved.
1 = basement of Neogene sediments; 2 = Neogene sediments; 3 = angular discordance or erosional contact; 4 = thickness of sediments [in metres].
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The Middle and Upper Badenian sedimentation was
mostly controlled by SSW-NNE fault tectonics well
identifiable in the present structure of the Vienna
Basin. As the mobility of the eastern margin is indi-
cated by lower Badenian coarse-detrital facies, mobil-
ity of the flysch basement in this period is evidenced
by transgression extending northwards (SPICKA,1969).
The deformations generated in this phase, are pre-

served in Mesozoic rocks at the localities Hradiste pod
VnHnom, Zahorska Bystrica, Brezova pod Bradlom,
Borinka. Fig. 12 shows the deformation of Eggenbur-
gian rocks at the locality Hradiste pod Vratnom - a
system and a type of shears forming a strike-slip fault
zone. The setting of shear types (WilCOXet aI., 1973;
BARTLETTet aI., 1981; NAYLORet aI., 1986) and the ex-
tent and mode of shifting in the zone show that the

N

+

Fig.13.
Tectonogram of stress in conjugated couple of strike-slip faults of Middle
Miocene phase at locality Rakova.
Black cutting = maximum compressional stress orientation; white cutting = re-
lative extension orientation.

at].

Fig.12.
Riedel shears at Hradiste.
They are linked up with principal displacement zone in
the centre of the figure.

local strike-slip faults form actually the transtension
zone. The Karpatian sediments affected by this stress
field are exposed on locality Cerova-Lieskove. Fig. 13
shows the interpration of the stress tensor according
to the conjugated couple of strike-slip faults in the Kar-
patian conglomerates at the locality Rakova. The Mid-
dle Badenian rocks at the locality Rohoznik are af-
fected by strike-slip faults of the first order.
We presume that the movement amplitudes on dext-

ral N-S strike-slip faults were not as large as in the
Lower Miocene period when they were sinistral strike-
slip faults.
In fact, the later dextral movements did not wipe off

the sinistral component which is still conspicuous.
Scarce reverse faults were generated on strike-slip
fault.
Frequent normal faults are indicative of transten-

sional tectonics.
In that period the sinistral ENE-WSW strike-slip

faults associated with NNE-SSW to NE-SW striking
normal faults were frequent as shown by remote sens-
ing photographs (POSPiSilet al., 1986). In that phase
the NE-SW margins of the Male Karpaty horst got
more prominent, and depositon in the Vienna Basin
proceeded in a "pull-apart" basin s. I. Significant
strike-slip faults are besides ROYDEN'S(1985) data
(subsidence and thermal analyses) and our mesostruc-
tural information also proved by geological cross sec-
tions (WESSElY,1983; KRÖll et aI., 1981; WACHTEL&
WESSElY,1981), by the results of sedimentological-
stratigraphical study of foothill slump bodies and co-
nes of the Oevinska N. Ves beds (VASSet aI., 1988),
and by the migration from N to S of depositional cent-
res of the basin in the Karpatian - Middle Badenian
period (JlrlfCEK,1979, 1985).

5. The Upper Miocene
to Pliocene Period

The gradually fading subduction along the Carpath-
ian front from W to E caused that during the Sarmatian
period the suture zone was so far as to cause exten-
sion in the SW part of the West Carpathians. The ex-
tension resulted from the retreat of the subduction
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Fig.15.
Tectonograms of latest phase at particular localities.
D = maximum compressional orientation; 0 = intermediate stress orientation; t::. = minimum stress orientation.
a) Pezinok. .
b) Hodonin.

zone (TURCOTTE-SCHUBERT,1982; HAMilTON, 1979) in
the East Carpathians (ROYDENet aI., 1982, 1983) and
the mantle diapir (STEGENAet aI., 1973, 1975; LEXA &
KONECNY,1974) in the Pannonian region.
Fig. 14 shows the NW-SE direction of the extension.

In contrast to the Badenian period the Sarmatian
subsidence is more gentle and fades from the base to-
wards the overlier. Like in the Badenian time, the de-
positional area of the Vienna Basin is controlled mainly
by SSW-NNE-striking faults. The area of flysch nappes
is still mobile and the transgression advances north-
wards to the Hradiste graben ($PICKA, 1969). Sands
and clays with plentiful macrofaunal remains forming
occasional lumachelles mainly deposited in the eastern
part of the area studied. In the area of Devinska N. Ves
the nubecularian limestones were deposited. Basin-
wards mostly clays with variable Ca-content and with
the upward increase of sandy intercalations and sand
layers occur.
The transgressive character of the Pannonian is

proved by the reactivation of the extension tectonics
resulting in the deepening of the depositional area of
sediments ranging to 500-600 m in thickness. The fad-
ing of the extension tectonics and gradual filing up of
the depositional area are presumed on the basis of
coal sedimentation (the Kyjov lignite seam). In the Pon-
tian period the deposition only continues in the central
parts of depressions. Like in the Pannonian the fading
tectonic activity is indicated by lignite seams (the Dub-
riany lignite seam).
Among structural phenomena characterizing this

phase are tension joints in Sarmatian rocks at Hille, the
listric normal faults at Solosnica and extension features
of Pannonian rocks at Hodonin and Pezimok (Fig. 15).
At Solosnica we have found out vertical amplitudes of

neotectonic movements caused by extension of
NW-SE direction (Fig. 16).

6. Conclusions

In the present sedimentary sequences of the area
studied the traces of several tectonical phases have
been preserved. The earliest, pre-Neogene and Lower
Miocene phase was characterised by the NW-SE strik-
ing maximum compressional stress. In this phase the
folding and thrust of the flysch zone and of the Lower
Miocene molasse over the foreland took place. During
this phase the dynamic conditions were changing to
such an extent that instead of folds and overthrusts
the reverse faults and overthrusts were generated. In
the Karpatian period strike-slip faults were dominant.

The end of this Lower Miocene phase is charac-
terised by indications of the eastward fading of the
collision activity. In the Lower Badenian period the di-
rection of the last nappes overthrust was oriented like
the maximum compressional stress i. e. in N-S direct-
ion. Strike-slip faults were dominant again and the
mechanism of the "pull-apart" s. I. in the Vienna Basin
commenced.

In the Middle Badenian period the compression
caused by collision migrated in the NE-SW direction.
In the Vienna Basin it formed the transtension condi-
tions for the "pull-apart" basin s. I. type sedimentation.
During the next eastward migration of fading of the
collision activity in the front of the Western Carpat-
hians during the Upper Sarmatian - Pannonian period
the Vienna Basin was in the area of extension condi-
tions preserved up to the Recent.
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Fig.16.
Vertical movements at locality Solosnica, caused by recent extension.
Black line = areas of normal fault movements [in metres]; hachure = areas of uplift movements [in metres]; white line = areas of zero movements.
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